Privacy Policy

FESTIVAL MUSICAL LES ARTS, A.I.E is especially aware of the personal data protection of the Users of its website services. In this Privacy Policy (hereafter, the Policy), FESTIVAL MUSICAL LES ARTS, A.I.E informs the users of: www.festivaldelesarts.com, about the uses of their personal information collected on each Website so that each user may decide, freely and voluntarily, if they wish to provide the requested information. FESTIVAL MUSICAL LES ARTS, A.I.E reserves the right to modify this Policy in order to adapt it to the current legislation, jurisprudential criteria, industry practice or interests of the entity. Any modification of said Policy will be previously announced so that all Users will be perfectly informed of its contents.

A. Responsible Party

The Data Controller of personal information is:

FESTIVAL MUSICAL LES ARTS, A.I.E
C/ de la Justicia 4 -2º-1, 46004 Valencia
CIF: 40560229
https://www.festivaldelesarts.com/
Email: gdpr@festivaldelesarts.com

B. Purpose of Data Processing

The purpose of the personal data collection and processing, by means of the emails and electronic forms enabled and provided by FESTIVAL MUSICAL LES ARTS, A.I.E or in the space “Career Opportunities” available to the Users, exists in order to manage and attend to, either automatically or manually, all information requests, press accreditations, suggestions or questions, or any other services and activities, acts or events provided, offered, or sponsored by
FESTIVAL MUSICAL LES ARTS, A.I.E, in addition to the necessary handling of employment requests received from each of the published job offers when applicable. In accordance with the described objectives, the type of information to be processed is: identifying data, academic and professional data, electronic communication metadata, economic data, both financial and economic, and general commercial information.

**c. Storage Period**

The requested personal data will be saved during the corresponding time period needed in order to achieve the means for which they were collected and to determine the possible responsibilities that could be derived from such, in addition to saving them duly blocked in accordance with the legal application obligations.

The data based on the consent will be saved until the moment in which the User withdraws said consent. When said revocation is received, the data will be suppressed unless legal obligations limit us from removing this data.

With regard to the space “Career Opportunities,” the curricular information relative to the employment requests received will be saved for a reasonable period or until a maximum of 1 year, after which said information will be eliminated.

All personal information received from the “Contact” section that is not in any way related to contact purposes, for example, received CV’s that should be sent via other channels, will be deleted immediately. FESTIVAL MUSICAL LES ARTS, A.I.E will not be held responsible for the handling of this information.

**D. Legitimacy**

FESTIVAL MUSICAL LES ARTS, A.I.E is legally bound to the personal data handling based on the consent granted by the interested party for one or various specific purposes as stated in the
Article 6.1. a) of the General Regulations of Personal Data Protection.

Nevertheless, and in the cases in which this consent is not required, it is reminded that the lawfulness and legitimization of the data handling is determined by other legal conditions set out in Article 6 of the General Regulations. For example, when data processing is necessary for the performance of a contract in which the data subject is party or when said processing is necessary for the legitimate interests of FESTIVAL MUSICAL LES ARTS, A.I.E.

E. Data Accuracy

The user guarantees that the provided information is true, exact, complete, and current, and assumes all responsibility for any damages, direct or indirect, that could result from the failure to comply with this obligation.

In order to ensure that our system data, computerized or otherwise, corresponds to real information, said information will always be updated. Therefore, with this in mind, the User should change the information directly when the system allows, or communicate any changes in good faith to the corresponding area or department of FESTIVAL MUSICAL LES ARTS, A.I.E.

F. Recipients

The personal data collected from the data controller emails, the contact request form, and the space “Career Opportunities” will not be transferred to third parties except when necessary for the development, control, and completion of the expressed purposes, in the cases contemplated according to the Law, as well as in the specific cases that have been communicated to the User.

Nevertheless, in order to provide an appropriate organization of events, this information may be communicated to the organizational companies that are in charge of managing said events, and who are responsible for the following webs:
G. Specific rules for the handling of ticket selling

Ticket handling and additional services (such as the advertisements of drinks, slogans, etc.) are services that have been provided by third party companies through their own platforms or applications. These third parties are responsible for the handling of personal information that has been collected for all appropriate purposes.

This relationship implies that, although said services may be advertised, offered or accessible from the web belonging to FESTIVAL MUSICAL LES ARTS, A.I.E., the companies that offer these services are the parties responsible for ensuring that all measures are taken for the correct handling of personal data. This therefore implies that any and all exercise of rights belonging to the interested party must be forwarded directly to the third party.

FESTIVAL MUSICAL LES ARTS, A.I.E. will in no way be held responsible for any of the aforementioned matters.

The interested party of the personal information may at any time exercise the corresponding rights in accordance with the RGPD, which are:

- The right to request access to the personal data regarding the interested party,
- The right to request any change or elimination,
- The right to request the limitation of such handling
- The right to object said handling,
- The right to the portability of the data

The interested party may exercise all rights by means of a written request accompanied by a photocopy of his/her ID, in which the User specifies the rights he/she wishes to exercise, sent to the following address:
C/ de la Justicia 4-2º-1, 46004 Valencia or to the following email address: gdpr@festivaldelesarts.com

http://www.festivaldelesarts.com/
https://www.themusicrepublic.es/
If you feel that your data protection rights have been violated, you may file a formal complaint with the Spanish Data Protection Agency (www.agpd.es).

I. Security Measures

The responsible party for data handling of FESTIVAL MUSICAL LES ARTS, A.I.E will implement the necessary and appropriate technical and organizational measures in order to protect the security and confidentiality of the stored data. Such measures will avoid their modification, loss, unauthorized use or access; considering the state of the art, the application costs, and the nature, extent, context and the objectives of the handling, as well as the probability, risk, and severity variables associated with each of the handling matters.

If you should have any doubts regarding this Privacy Policy, please contact us at gdpr@festivaldelesarts.com